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An Open Letter to Government Procurement Agents, International/Multistakeholder Institutions, and Charitable/Humanitarian Buyers: Say No to Secrecy in Medical Product Agreements

We write to express our deep concern about the increasing use of confidentiality and non-disclosure clauses in contracts between drug procurers and drugmakers, a secrecy harms health and access to medicine. This alarming trend must stop. We urge you, both individually and collectively, to establish a new procurement principle rejecting secrecy clauses in medical product procurement agreements. We also call on UNICEF, PAHO, PEPFAR, Gavi and The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria (Global Fund), major procurers with significant influence, to lead efforts to make transparency a fundamental cornerstone of these critical contracts, safeguarding the health and accessibility of life-saving medicines for all.

Secrecy imposed by private industry across the entire value chain of medical products became the norm during the COVID-19 pandemic. There was secrecy with respect to many publicly funded R&D agreements and an absence of terms and conditions requiring transparency of research outcomes and conditions on commercialization. Except where certain information in select countries was guaranteed to be public, companies claimed trade secret protection concerning (1) public investments and incentives in R&D and their own private investments, (2) prices and pricing policy, (3) public and private sector procurement agreements and supply commitments, (4) contract manufacturing agreements, (5) costs of goods, (6) patent and regulatory landscapes, and more. Based on these self-proclaimed definitions of trade-secrets, major biopharmaceutical companies required confidentiality and non-disclosure agreements in procurement agreements with governments, international procurement institutions like Global Fund and UNICEF, multistakeholder initiatives like the Access to COVID-19 Tools Accelerator, and major charitable/humanitarian organizations like MSF.

These industry requirements in procurement contracts ignore the historic practice established with the global HIV response to publicly disclose supply quantities, delivery terms, and prices. This practice, achieved through concerted campaigning, helped rectify power imbalances between companies and buyers, established more affordable benchmark prices and led to more price-efficient procurement.¹

¹ For example, the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria introduced price and quality reporting in 2005 to assist countries in negotiating better prices. Francis Wafula, Ambrose Agweyu, & Kate Macintyre, *Trends in Procurement Costs for HIV Commodities: A 7-Year Retrospective Analysis of Global Fund Data Across 125 Countries*,
With the COVID-19 pandemic, transnational biopharmaceutical companies began reversing this progress, imposing trade-secret/confidential-information protections in their procurement agreements, even when contracting with public and international procurers that are duty-bound to transparency. Their tactics include requiring purchasing partners to sign near-ironclad non-disclosure agreements.

Shielded by their non-disclosure agreements, private companies are impeding the public’s interest in transparency, oversight, and accountability, fostering an environment conducive to corruption. Furthermore, they are imposing unreasonable terms and conditions, particularly for high-demand, life-saving medical products. Companies can and do make illusory promises about supply quantities and delivery terms, prevent onward donations or sales to others, set unreasonably high prices, demand onerous indemnification and guarantee provisions, retain down payments even in the event of their own breaches, and disclaim responsibility for their own intellectual property infringements.2

Based on our discussions, we understand that many of you are frustrated by the misuse of trade secret and contract law. Corporate efforts to self-define new categories of confidential information and leverage exigent circumstances, lack of competition, and contractual arm-twisting—essentially exerting unchecked commercial/monopoly power over essential health products to profit more and deliver less—must be actively resisted.

Global spending on publicly funded medical products is massive. In 2021, the United Nations system alone spent $10.6 billion on such products.3 Government procurement agents, multilateral and multistakeholder organizations, and charitable/humanitarian buyers all have additional stewardship and public accountability obligations that are thwarted by private industry’s coercive secrecy clauses.4 When research and development for medicines and other health technologies have been heavily subsidized by public funds, the need for transparency and accountability becomes paramount.5 Significant public sector investment in many health products should favor reasonable pricing and enhanced access in low-

---


and middle-income countries. Companies should not be allowed to conceal the pricing of government-funded products from the public.

Fortunately, some procurers are resisting industry pressure, but they still encounter major challenges. Médecins Sans Frontières, for example, recently opposed Viiv Healthcare, the exclusive supplier of the HIV prevention drug CAB-LA, when they attempted to introduce last-minute contract provisions concealing prices and purchase agreement terms. It should be noted that the World Health Organization (WHO) has recommended this drug as a new option for reducing HIV infections. MSF’s opposition to the confidentiality provisions recognizes CAB-LA’s enormous public support. Of the four clinical studies the WHO reviewed in recommending the drug as a new option, three were funded by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases in the United States. The institutions that conducted this pivotal clinical research benefited from hundreds of millions of public dollars.

In recent freedom of information cases, activists in Spain and Colombia successfully established the principle that drug prices are not protected trade secrets. The Council of Transparency in Spain deemed access to this information a fundamental aspect of democracy, while in Colombia, the Administrative Court of Cundinamarca ruled that vaccine prices must be made public since public funds were used for their purchase. More recently, Health Justice Initiative in South Africa also achieved a significant
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9 Just one grant acknowledged by Sinead Delany-Moretlwe et al. in their clinical study published in Lancet entailed $682,701,894 to Family Health International in Durham, NC under the award number UM1AI068619. See COVPN 3008, MULTI-CENTER, RANDOMIZED, EFFICACY STUDY OF COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE IN REGIONS WITH SARS-COV-2 VARIANTS OF CONCERN, https://tags.hhs.gov/Detail/AwardDetail?arg_AwardNum=UM1AI068619&arg_ProgOfficeCode=104 (last accessed Sept. 8, 2023).


victory, compelling full disclosure of procurement agreements involving Johnson & Johnson, Pfizer, Serum Institute, and Gavi’s COVAX program.\textsuperscript{12}

We realize that individual procurers may be reluctant to take solitary risks, fearing that such efforts would be symbolic (and detrimental), rather than transformative, and potentially subject them to industry retaliation. This is a classic collective action problem. Therefore, resisting these industry-imposed confidentiality provisions calls for decisive collective action focusing on greater transparency across the medical product value chain.

Key actors have acknowledged the need for transparency. In 2019, the World Health Assembly (WHA resolution 72.8) adopted a non-binding Transparency Resolution recommending increased transparency in drug pricing.\textsuperscript{13} In 2011, UNICEF publicly disclosed vaccine prices for the first time.\textsuperscript{14} In Europe, calls for transparency have grown, especially due to the secrecy surrounding the European Commission’s COVID-19 vaccine negotiations.\textsuperscript{15} The United States has a long-standing requirement for transparency in biopharmaceutical procurement contracts,\textsuperscript{16} including during the coronavirus pandemic. Regrettably, PEPFAR has recently sidestepped transparency obligations by allowing its contracted biopharmaceutical distributor, Chemonics, to sign a non-disclosure agreement with ViiV, breaking with many years of past practices of price/supply transparency.\textsuperscript{17}

These past transparency practices and current recommendations demonstrate a growing consensus that disclosure does not disrupt pharmaceutical markets. Furthermore, the claim that basic information, such as pricing, is proprietary and commercially sensitive must be challenged; price competition is a standard

\textsuperscript{12} See Ravelo, \textit{supra} note 2. The Constitution of the Republic of South Africa establishes an obligation for transparency in such procurement contracts. S. 217 (“When an organ of state in the national, provincial or local sphere of government, or any other institution identified in national legislation, contracts for goods or services, it must do so in accordance with a system which is fair, equitable, transparent, competitive and cost-effective”).
\textsuperscript{14} Donald G. McNeil Jr., \textit{For First Time, Unicef Reveals Differences in Prices It Pays Drug Companies for Vaccines}, N.Y. Times (May 27, 2011), \url{https://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/28/health/28vaccine.html}
\textsuperscript{15} See Pierluigi Russo et al., \textit{Medicine Price Transparency and Confidential Managed-Entry Agreements in Europe, Findings from the EURIPID Survey}, 125 Health Pol’y 1140 (2021).
\textsuperscript{17} Brook K. Baker, \textit{Pharma Pricing Secrecy Runs Amok}, Health GAP Blog (August 17, 2023), \url{https://healthgap.org/pharma-pricing-secrecy-runs-amok/}. 
market function and claims that concealing prices fosters innovation are dubious.  

We believe it is time for the largest procurers of medical products, including UNICEF, PAHO, Global Fund, PEPFAR and Gavi to act individually to adopt new transparency policies and collectively to support the adoption and enforcement of a new common standard that rejects secrecy, and that supports more robust, accessible reporting of procurement contract terms and agreements. Similarly, governments should reject coercive non-disclosure agreements, and simultaneously they should clarify or modify their freedom of information and drug procurement laws to ensure that supply, price, and distribution terms are publicly available. Civil society organizations concerned with access to medicines stand ready to engage in consultations on this important initiative.

Sincerely,
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